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HOMELESSNESS IN TUCSON
By David Buer, ofm

Hard to believe that I am in my 9th year in Tucson.
It is the longest I've been in one place since beginning
my Franciscan journey 35 years ago. We Franciscans,
after all, are itinerants.
Our Bishop Kicanas, in the February issue of The
New Vision, wrote about his Social Concerns “road
map” that includes issues of poverty, homelessness,
addictions, immigration, refugees and violence.

Serving others
In the
Franciscan Tradition,
Poverello House
provides daytime hospitality for the homeless that
includes opportunity for
breakfast, lunch, laundry
and showers as well as
clothing .

My ministry has touched on all those areas, over
these 9 years and I have been quite moved by the generosity and sensitivity of the
people of Tucson toward the poor. At Poverello House, we find ourselves part of an
extensive network of services available to the homeless provided by Casa Maria
Catholic Worker; Central City Assembly Church; Primavera Foundation; St. Vincent
de Paul Society; Caridad; Most Holy Trinity Soup Patrol; Gospel Rescue Mission;
Salvation Army; Sonora House; Tucson/Pima Collaborative to end Homelessness
(TPCH); Grace St. Paul Episcopal Church; The Z Mansion and many others.
Helping the migrants who pass through our desert are the Samaritans in Tucson, Green Valley and Ajo; No More Deaths; Derechos Humanos; Humane Borders;
Kino Border Initiative (KBI) and many others.
Catholic Social Teaching is rooted in the human dignity given to every person by
our loving God. As a Franciscan, I do have a love of animals. So when we see dogs,
cats or other pets living in deplorable conditions and suffering from hunger, cold or
heat, we want to respond to help. But how much more, should we be ready to respond to help a fellow human being, where he or she is homeless, or migrating
through our desert. The organizations mentioned above are doing that.
One gap I've noticed in Tucson, after 9 years, is the need for a larger easy access
overnight shelter, especially during the winter months. At Poverello House, we offer
a daytime respite, but many of our daytime guests would appreciate more overnight
shelter, especially one operated on Catholic Social Teaching values.

Spring blooms in the desert of Tucson
Photographs provided by Alan Krasofski
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Chuck Dunn has been a member of the
Poverello House board since its inception
in 2008. He grew up in Phoenix and
moved to Tucson when he married his
wife, Zoe, in 1992. As a young adult,
Chuck attended several meetings of the
Order of Malta, a worldwide, lay, religious order of the Roman Catholic
Church. The mission of the group is “to
The Dunns: Andrew, Matthew , Grace, Zoe, Chuck, glorify God by promoting the sanctification of each member through his or her
Johnny and Bailey, the Malti Poo.
work with the sick and the poor and defense of the Catholic faith.” (For more
information visit: www.orderofmaltausawestern.org ) It was Chuck’s father, along with
some friends, who established the original Phoenix chapter of the Order of Malta and
introduced his son to the group. When Chuck settled in Tucson, he relished the opportunity to establish a chapter here. It was his association with the Order of Malta that
led him to Poverello House. Fr. Miguel Mariano, the chaplain of the Tucson chapter
introduced Chuck to Br. David and the ministry of the newly established Poverello
House. It has proven to be a good fit for both organizations.
Chuck is a member of Corpus Christi Parish where he serves as treasurer. He also
sits on the executive board for Catholic Community Services and chairs the Diocesan
Public Policy Committee, a group whose mission is to work with the Bishop to resolve
homeless and immigration issues here in southern Arizona.
Chuck along with his wife, Zoe, and four teenagers— Matthew, Andrew, Grace, and
John love Tucson and would like to help make it better place to live.
A FRIENDSHIP INSPIRED MEAL

Two long time friends joined forces to provide a tasty lunch for the Thursday guests at
Poverello. Anne and Barbara, pictured with
Br. David in the side yard at Poverello, met
in Westchester County, New York and were
brought together by their mutual interest in
higher education in prisons. Barbara worked
primarily with the woman attending college
classes at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility
and Anne helped organize higher education
for the men at Sing Sing Correctional Facility. Retirement brought Anne to Tucson as a
full time resident in 2007. After visiting for a short stay three years ago, Barbara
bought a home here in Tucson and is a now a “snow-bird”, spending part of each year
here. Both are pleased to again be able to join their energies in reaching out to those
in need. That special Thursday lunch included lasagna and cake provided by Barbara and salad and garlic bread brought by Anne. The guests that day rated the
meal as being delicious. Barbara and Anne determined it was a “job well done” and
worth repeating when Barbara returns to Tucson next winter.
Everything is blooming most recklessly; if it were voices instead of colors,
there would be an unbelievable shrieking into the heart of the night.
Rainer Maria Rilke, Letters of Rainer Maria Rilke
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OUT WITH THE OLD/IN WITH THE NEW

Poverello staff member, Eric, noticed that the hot water heater in
the back house was leaking. When
called, board member Carl Zawatski was on the scene to investigate
right away. It was no surprise that he found
that the old 30 gallon water heater was
done. Carl determined that it needed to be
replaced with a 50 gallon hot water heater.
After a trip around town getting prices for
water heaters, he learned they were going
for about $400. Carl who has been a regular
“fix it” person for Poverello House since it
opened, remembered one appliance store
owner who helped some years ago when
Carl was fixing up a bathroom at
Poverello. So off he went to the appliance
dealer to ask for a discount on the hot water
heater. The store owner replied, "I'll give
you the new hot water heater." Eric used his
truck to go with Carl to pick up the hot water heater. Carl then found someone to come
out later that day, to install it for $200. So,
out with the old and in with the new for a
minimum of costs thanks to Carl and Eric
and the generosity of the appliance dealer
and the many friends known by Carl!

NO NEED FOR THE NEW/THE OLD
STAYS IN PLACE
Given the importance of morning coffee
at Poverello House—guests arrive at
8:00am—a leaky coffee
pot presented a major
problem. One more
time, the skill of the
staff and also board
member Carl Zawatski
saved the day. The double coffee pot that
has functioned in the kitchen at
Poverello House for the past three years
began leaking. Carl and staff members,
Marty and Eric, assessed the situation
and came up with a solution that involved tightening screws and a good
cleaning using a formula that deals with
the residue of Tucson’s hard water. Just
as valuable as the coffee pot are the
mugs that get well used. Recently, two
volunteers collaborated to collect stamps
for a promotion at Alberson’s Food Store
to resupply Poverello House with coffee
mugs. According to Br. David,
if a coffee mug at Poverello is
five years old, it should be considered an antique.

“What the World Needs Now”… (To Know about Poverello House)
When asked to respond to the question—If we were making a documentary about Poverello
House, what would you want to know about this place? Below are some of the responses made by
the guests.

“It is the best place there is especially
for those who have no other place to
go. Being here for a day makes you
want to live for another week.”

One of Poverello’s regulars gave a surprising answer—”others should not
know about this place.” When asked
why, he said:”If others on the street
learn how great this place is they will
be knocking on the door wanting to
come in”

“What makes this place so wonderful is

the staff and getting to know the other
guys. It is nice to know that at least
one day a week people are waiting to
see you. It is a place where I feel welcome and have made friends.”

“It is a great place.and there is no one
like Br. David. I have been coming
since it opened when one of the volunteers was named Julia. Do you know
how she is doing? “

Poverello House
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A TYPICAL WEEKLY SHOPPING LIST FOR
POVERELLO HOUSE
(Shopping is usually done at COSCO by Br.
David or Carl)

6-8 gallons of milk
6-8 flats of eggs
1-2 cans of coffee
1 can of coffee creamer
25 lb. bag of sugar (occasionally)
5 lbs of ground beef
20 lbs of potatoes
bag of red/yellow/green peppers
a case or two of fruit punch concentrate (occasionally)
1-2 large boxes of cereal
6-7 bags of razors from dollar store
shaving cream
cleaning supplies
toilet paper
paper towels ....and more!

A QUOTE WORTH PONDERING

Pope Francis reminds us:
We cannot keep ourselves shut up in parishes,
in our communities, when so many people are
waiting for the Gospel...It is not enough simply
to open the door in welcome, but we must go
out through that door and meet the people!"
July 27, 2013 - Rio de Janeiro

Not the shopping list for a typical household!

The average number of guests at Poverello House each
day is ten. At times that number grows to twelve. That
means on a typical week fifty breakfasts and fifty
lunches are served. In a month, two hundred showers
are taken (that is a lot of soap and water!). In that same
time approximately four hundred loads are laundry are
done (each guest can do two loads of wash). There is no
way to count the number of movies and videos watched
or the number of hours folks get to sleep on a recliner or
in the bunk room! Lots of meaningful conversations
take place too.

Alan Krasofski is a volunteer at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum in Tucson where
many of his photos are taken. Al is a lover of all nature —animals, flowers and especially
sunsets. He takes and shares photos as a hobby. You may remember that pictures of sunsets taken by him were previously published in the Poverello newsletter. Al is pleased to
have his photos grace the pages of this edition of the Poverello newsletter

The Poverello House newsletter is printed with the generous support of the Most Holy Trinity Catholic Community
in Tucson. Special thanks to Fr. Tom, Sara Lisa, and the
rest of the MHT staff.

AND WHAT CAN YOU DO?
Occasionally provide
lunch for Poverello
guests. The house is
open from Wednesday
to Sunday.

Want to help? Call Br.
Volunteer Your Time
A 4 hour shift, either
from 8 AM to 12 noon
or from 12 noon to 4
PM, once a month, can
make a difference.

David at 314-803-6735.
Donate used or new
MEN’S clothing. The
items most frequently
requested are SOCKS. Tshirts, jeans, and comfortable underwear are also
welcome.

Financially support
the mission of
Poverello House.

Poverello House costs about $3000 a month to operate. Any donation that you can contribute will be put right
to use to help pay for our rent, utilities, supplies and food. . Please use the enclosed envelope to make a donation or let us know how you'd like to help.
Checks may be made payable to Poverello House. Thank you .

Poverello House, P. O. Box 50782, Tucson, AZ 85703 (520-624-0589)

